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Write here a detailed description about your company.
You can add Youtube or Vimeo videos here.
Enter here your PDF Download files.

Europe (without Danube region)
Germany
Check here the environmental awards you got in past.
Environmental friendly energy generation and storage
Renewable energies
Photovoltaics
Solar thermal energy
Onshore wind power
Hydropower
Biomass utilisation (e.g. biogas plants, biomass processing, biomass heating plants, pellet heating)
Environmentally friendly use of fossil fuels
Cogeneration power plants (power-heat-coupling)
Exploitation of waste heat
Storage technologies
Power to gas (e. g. wind gas, solar gas)
Energy Efficiency
Energy efficient buildings
Heating, air conditioning, ventilation (e.g. heat pump equipment)
Building automation
Energy-efficient lighting (e.g. energy-saving lightbulbs, LED)
Low energy houses, passive buildings, energy-plus buildings
2000
10-50
5-10M
Consultant
Engineering Company
Research

Windmessung und Projektierung von Windkraftanlagen
Wind power station: we will plan your wind power station, from wind measurements with our own LiDAR instruments and masts and also
take care of getting planning permission, organising citizen involvement and also with planning and building the plant

Planung und Realisation von Nahwärmenetzen
Bioenergy village: we manage your local heat distribution network. Design, planning, citizen involvement, description and building. With
11 local heat distribution networks, solarcomplex is a competent partner.

Bioenergiedorf Emmingen
Bioenergy village Emmingen: a further solarcomplex heat distribution network was constructed in Emmingen in 2013 (Tuttlingen). The
project is different to heat distribution networks up until now. Firstly, the waste heat from two biogas plants is directed into the network.
The combined heat and power is around 60 % and a larger energy storage system with a capacity of around 1,000 cubic meters is used
to optimise the use of the waste heat from CHPs.
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